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SEVEN THOUSAND

RESULT OF OVERFLOW OF FATHER
OF WATERS AND OTHER STREAMS
FEDERAL
WITH
AID

TO

HURRYING

AFFLICTED

VICTIMS

Mississippi and Ohio Rivers Continue to
Rise and Greater Danger Is

Anticipated
PROPERTY LOSS WILL RUN INTO MILLIONS
Rich Country in Reel Foot Lake Region in Tennessee Is Threatened
With Inundation if Badly Strained Dyke Gives Way
Horseback Riders Are Hurrying to Warn Residents of Peril
Weather Department Gives No Encouragment
THE FLOOD'S

BIG TOLL.
'

-

wide-reachin- g

higher ground.
With the break of the levees at
Cairo last night, the threat of the
flood menace at the junction of the
two rivers was fulfilled.
Perhaps at
this point the greatest damage to
property has been done. Many manufacturing plants in 9,000 acres of the
flood territory there have been inunTwo residence sections are
dated'.
flooded, but the greater part of the
city, is safe. Provisions and tents
reached Hickman this afternoon.
On the Missouri side of the Mississippi, opposite the Hickman flood
territory, thousands of acres of fertile fields are under water and hundreds of person's are homeless. The
levees south of Memphis are holding
but with the Mississippi expanding ev

ery hour, the menace is increasing.
Conservative estimates of the damage so far place the losses at $2,000,-00and more. At every river point
the stage sets a record.;: yh.e tremendous value of the government fore
cast has been illustrated. While hundreds of homes have been inundated
and swept away, the life loss so iar
stands at only eight.

0

Taft to Give Aid
the
Washington, Aoril
Mississippi at Memphis three feet
above the high record mark and at
Cairo 1.7 feet above the highest pre-- j
vious mark, weather bureau officials
today were unable to predict any ces- sation in the constantly rising flood
j
below Cairo.
Reports to the bureau
the wafer would continue
to rise slowly and no prediction was
made as to when the flood would turn.
The river at Cairo stood at 53.9
s
lnce yesfeet, a rise of
terday. The previous high record was
52.2 feet, made in 1883.
At Memphis
the stage was 43.4 feet, a rise of
The previous record was
40.3 feet.
At Vickatmrg the river
stood at 47 feet, a rise of
President Taft directed the quartermaster general's departmen to furnish
rations to any flood sufferers who are
found to be in want. He also promised Senator-elec- t
James and Representative Russell of Missouri to do
anything in his power to aid those
made homeless and deprived of the
necessities of life.
Army enginers are beset with appeals from the Ohio and Mississippi
river valleys for boats to rescue people who are cut off by rising waters
The quartermaster general sees difficulty in meeting demands for tents.
two-tenth-

eight-tenths-

.

rive-tenth-
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HI8 MANAGERS SAY DEMOCRATS

SUGGESTS

IN
EFFICIENCY
ERNMENT WORK.

ARE WORKING

GOV-

FOR

PRE8I-DENT'- S

WOMAN FIGHTS WITH SOLDIERS WOULD MEAN A BIG SAVING WILSON
Train Service Abandoned
SAYSJE'S BROKE
Cairo, 111., Apr. 4. Train service was
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS.
crippled today and the town almost
HANDLES RIFLE IN THE TRENCH
PRESIDENT
THINKS
NATION DEMOCRATIC AjSPIRANT FOR HONsurrounded by water by the breaking
ES WITH EFFICIENCY OF A
COULD
DO
ITS
WORK
ORS DECLARES TREA8URV
MORE
early today of the Mobile and Ohio
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
VETERAN
levee which protected the drainage
CHEAPLY BY $10,00.,000.
18 EMPTY.
Washington, April 4. Senate: In
district. All railroads pass through
2
m.
the drainage district which is now session p.
With General Campa's
Liberal
4.
Washington,
President
ApriJ
Washington, April 4. Roosevelt na
Finance committee heard protests Army Near
under from five to 15 feet of water.
Parral, Mexico, April 2 Taft today submitted to
congress a tlonal headquarters, commenting toThe lives of 500 workmen were en from Porto Ricans against free sug- by carrier to El Paso, April 4. The
message in which he made strong day on the Wisconsin
primary,
defeat of General Campa in his atdangered and property valued in ex- ar bill.
recommendations bearing upon great- charges that "the democrats are doHouse: Met at noon.
cess of 15,000,000 was submerged
tack on Parral today was a rout er
efficiency and economy in the ing everything they can to assist in
Considered Indian appropriation The federal defenders of the
wnen the Mississippi river tore a
city had methods used in transacting the
pub bringing about the renomlnation of
crevice 125 feat) long in the Mobile bill, carrying $7,465,255.
been reinforced and all but surround
President Taft In message urged ed the rebel command which did v ell lic business of the various executive Mr. Taft, for the perfectly obvious
and Ohio levee around the drainage
the passage of legislation 10 promote to escape destruction. It is officially departments and other governmental reason that they recognize in him tho
district north of Cairo.
man who would give them the least
The levee broke after more than economyand efficiency in govern- stated that the rebel losses wore establishments.
The president referred to -- the ad- trouble at the polls in November. '
300 workmen had fought for
five ment services.
three killed and 12 wounded, but the
hours to fill a depression 70 feet long
Kentucky delegation urged appro- list is undoubtedly larger, as Campa vantages to be derived from placing
in the classified service the local ofand five deep deep. Five hundred priation committee to report favor- In his flight was
compelled to leave ficers
Teddy Announces Program.
men were fighting on the Big Four ably bill appropriating $250,000 addi- the wounded where
under the departments of the
they fell in the
Ky., April 4 ColoneJ
Maysville,
levee in an effort to stem the rise of tional for flood preventive work.
mountains and in the deep defiles and treasury, of the poetoffice, of justice, Roosevelt said here
today that hereof
the interior and of enmmerce and
the Ohio. Fearing that the Big
arroyos among them.
in his campaign he expected to
after
Four levee would not hold under the
and
labor,"
stated, "that indirectly
Among the slain was Campa 's
emphasize the argument which he
strain, the tug Frances was ordered LEGISLATURE RESUMES
brother. A woman who ac- the changes proposed will result in used In his
speech in Louisville last
the
out with a rescue party on board and
saving of many millions of dollars
companied her husband on the march
his opinion the outcome
in
that
night
of
succeeded in bringing them in. The
funds"
Inbesides greatly
public
fought bravely In the trenches, handAFTER
VACATION
ITS
of
the
present
campaign would be of
levee broke at a point near the bridge
ling a rifle like a veteran
Her hus-ba- creasing the efficiency of the ser- vital Importance in
shaping the
junction.
was Hlled just aa the retreat vice affected. The message says in
course of events of the nation in the
The territory flooded is what Is BOTH HOUSES CONVENED FOR waa about to begin. Th s
part:
womqn sefuture.
known as the Cairo drainage district.
"I nave several times called atten- cured i horse and attempted to save
BUSINESS AT 3 O'CLOCK
I believed that I stated the is
It Is located just north of Cairo and
to
tion
the advantsurpn tn ha
the body. The horse tired on the
THIS AFTERNOON.
sue
more precisely than 1 have done
7
comprises about 9,000 acres' of ground.
retreat
beswi c 5roo
.,""u.
-- v.
before" 3a,rt Colon.!
w-j
n.,,..
tne
It Is estimated that the number of
"uc"
officers
under
the depart- T
J . .
local
Santa Fe, N. M., April 4. Both me renerai wer steadily pressing
UID
UlUl,
WUilHJ
ments
of
or
the
the
homes, business houses and other houses of the legislature
the
soon
treasury,
and
postofpursuit
got her range.
resumed
all of us it, mti
structures flooded in the drainage dis- their session at 3 o'clock this after- She kept bravely on, the iarget of a fice, of justice, of the interior and of pretty good place for
not be a good place for any of us.
trict numbered nearly one thousand. noon after
storm of bullets, until, unnerved by commerce and labor. In my message
being in recess since last
That is the Important point I am try
Future City, a negro settlement in Friday. No important business is like- the
flight of others, submitted to the congress on Janu Ing to bring out in
thip campaign.
the flooded territory has a population
she dismounted, tendenrly deposited ary 171 referred to the loss occa
ly to be transacted until next TuesThis, and not the personal fortunes of
of more than a thousand. Urbandale,
her
burden
to
sioned
the
the
because
of
by
roadside, and fled
government
one man, is the real Issue."
day when the house bribery investigawith a white population of aibour a
the fact that in many cases two per any
tion committee is expected to report. after the others.
As
Colonel Roosevelt's private car
hundred, had many well built homes. Much doubt is
sons are paid for doing the work that
whether the
was attached to a regular train dur
expressed
No loss of life is reported
so far
could easily be done by one."
Consul Warned to be Careful
can legally erect a United
the first part of his day's run, the
The city of Cairo proper i; protected legislature
The president in his message stat- Ing
States senator to succeed A. B. Fall
4.
Washington,
acApril
Renewed
schedule
did not permit of any extendfrom the flooded section ly a system
before the session next January and tivities of the bandits neat Velarde ed that the loss on this account had ed stops, and the Colonel made no
of cross leveea and the big force of
Durango, has necessitated
the dis- been shown by an inquiry to amount attempt to deliver speeches. At sevmen who were at work on the drain-- i a strong sentiment is developing in
of
additional
patch
a
favor
the
of
Mexican
of
federal to $10,000,000 annually.
rushing through
eral stations he went out on the platage leva have been thrown around
"For example," he added, "it ap- form of his car and shook binds
to protect tha populatroops
there
law
senatorial
primary
preferential
the Cairo 'e'te. The gauge this morn-tion, American Consul Hamra at Du- pears that a very substantial econ with as many of those in the crowd
within party limits.
ing regk ered 53.9 feet.
rango
reported to the state depart- omy would result from putting ex- as could reach him.
Late this afternoon the Mobile &
ment today that all mining operations perienced and trained officers in
Ohio railroad with hundreds of rail- - A
in the state had been suspended with charge of the first and second class
MAJORITY FAVORS
road men and a large aemy of citi
Wilson In Washington.
the consequent exodus of Americans. postoffices, instead of selecting the
zens made fruitless efforts to fill up
Governor Wilson came to WashingAmerican Consul Edwards at Jua- postmasters in accordance with the
CONTINUING STRIKE rez has been
the break in the levee which protectton today on his west and spent'
warned by the state de- present, practice.
ed the drainage district. Four freight
partment to be exceedingly cautious
"As the annual operating expenses several hours in conference with pocars were dumped into the break but
senators and conBUT
EXECUTIVE
COMMI TTEE to avoid any action which might be of the first and second class officers litical managers,
they had no effect and all efforts
taken by the rebels as a recognition aggregate the enormous sum of more gressmen.
THAT
BRITISH
RECOMMENDS
were abandoned.
of their belligerency In any represen- than $80,000,000,
"Our campaign is one depending
MINERS RESUME WORK.
undoubtedly if the
The water spread rapidly. The
tations he might make to them for the postmasters of these offices were em- upon friends and their brains," said
subway into Cairo was closed and
London, April 4. The Miners' Fed- release of Powell Roberts, the El braced in the classified service, the Governor Wilson. "We have no monthe city is said to be In absolute safea long conference to- Paso citizen who was arrested in annual savings would eventually rep ey. Our campaign has been bankrupt
The Illinois Central announced eration, after
ty.
resent many millions of dollars. The four times, including the the present.
decided
to
advise all the miners Juarez.
day,
it will continue to operate trains into
in Great Britain to resume work. The
saving in salaries alone, not taking It is to confer with my friends in the
Cairo as its tracks will be kept above
American Court Martlaled
into account any saving due to in- two houses of congress that I am
decision
of
the
committee
executive
water.
El Paso, Tex.,
of operation, here."
April 4. iPowell creased
of the Miners' Federation Is the first
efficiency
the
The New Jersey governor depart
Roberts,
American
at
arrested
amount
to about $4,500,000. In
would
step toward officially terminating the
Levees Still Holding
Juarez and taken secretaly to Ch- the case of postmasters at offices of ed later for Chicago.
a
national
national
coal
and
strike,
4 While
Memphis. Tenn., April
conference called for Saturday of the ihuahua, was .tried yesterday by reb- the third class a large annual saving
of
all
effects
the
the
flood,
lowing
Clark Withdraws From Ballot
whole federation now will have to de- el court martial charged with being could be made."
the main line levees in Arkansas, cide
The message stated that j nearly
whether the advice of the execu- a Maderista spy, and acquitted. He
Trenton, N. J., April 4. Speaker
will return to El Paso tomorrow. This
Tennessee, and Mississippi are today tive committee shafll be
y
$62,000 could be saved annually by Champ Clark, in a letter received
adopted.
news was conveyed to Colonel Ponce
reported intact but it is conceded
A surprise awaited the executive
the pensions agent in the
by Secretary of Btate Crater,
placing
must
be made,
that a hard fight
in an official dispatch tocommittee of the Miners' Federation at Juarez
classified service, and that the field withdraws his name from Use on the
dally in the upper ,Sti Francis dis when
day.
ballot of the
the
side of the general land office" could ballot in the New Jersey primary.elee-tio- n
scrutinizing
trict to save the embankments.
to choose delegaten to the democratic
un
an
more efficiently and economically
disclosed
miners.
be
The
figures
The Tennessee levee west of HickOrozco Tries to Make Friends
law
national
Mr.
was
of
43,000
convention,
it
it
provided
majority
expectedly
large
by
operated
man. Kentucky, which protects
the
Jimenez, Mex., April 4. Braulio
of work out
of receiver of district Clark does not give any reason for hig
the
office
the
that
resumption
against
Reel-Foo- t
is
lake region,
crumbling
Hernandez, former secretary of state
memabolished and the du- action, but it is believed here hid
to some extent and the water is wash- of a total vote of 445,000.. The
for the state of Chihuahua, was com- land offices be
finalto tne register, as- move was taken as a courtesy to Govcommittee
the
executive
of
bers
ties
transferred
missioned by General Pascual Oroz
ing the crest but it is thought the
s
a
clerk and the reg- ernor Wilson. The iletter says:
as
a
bonded
decided
sisted
that
major- co
ly
by
levee can be saved.
today to go to Washington, and,
"I respectfully decline to allow my
service."
classified
the
to
was
strike
in
the
ister
begin
necessary
ity
placed
At Star landing, in Arkansas,
by explanation and otherwise, to do
conon the presidential
the
adop- name to api
to
was
that
needed
a
like
been
has
estimated
It
majority
In
Lake Cormorant, Mississippi,
all
his power to counteract the al
anan
a candidate for the
ac
cause
ballot
would
to
this
resolved
of
it.
tion
tinue
primary
They, therefore,
plan
the bank is caving near the base of
leged impression in the United States!
to democratic presidential nomination in
work
resume
to
nual
of
miners
according
$200,000,
the
advise
saving
aro
the levee and government forces
that the rebel party is opposed to
New Jersey. Kindly withdraw my
the message.
being concentrated aft that point. and to summon a conference when Americans.
an
and
name
salaries
in
direct
of
executive
A
upon receipt of this
the
recommendation
the
saving
South of Memphis the flood has not
increased
indirect
through
economy
reached the acute stage. In Memphis committee will be considered.
Is
Soto
Captured
Governor Wilson's name will be the
In the meanwhile many miners in
the flooded area in the northern secMexico City, April 4. An escort of efficiency would follow the transfer
cus- only one on the democrat primary
revenue
and
international
of
without
the
coal
various
of
districts,
tion
the city is steadily Increasing
waiting General Francisco Villa's federal
in length and breadth.
the decision of their leaders, have re- troops arrived at Mapinri, bringing as toms offices, now political appointees, ballot as no other petitions were flTed
turned to the pits. Fully 50,000 min- prisoners General Jose de la Luz Soto to the classified service, the president except those for Mr. Clark and Govwent down the shafts today.
ers
and three other rebel chiefs yester- said in his message, in conclusion, ernor Wilson.
Refugees are Cheered
Indications point to the adoption of day, according to a special dispatch the president, referring; to all the re
Hickman, Ky., April 4. Flood reports and recommendations in his
fugees after an all night vigil at the the executive committee's recommen- today from Mapimi by El Diario.
NEW YORK METAL
levee were cheered by the announce- dations by the full conference of the . General Soto defended Parral when message, said:
New York, April 4. Silver
ment that a train would reach Hlck- - delegations of the Miners' Federation the federal troops attacked that city
"Again I urge upon congress the de- 58;
15.
on Saturday and the coal strike generTin 42.874,
Copper 15.37
87;
Five)
(Continued on
(Contlnued on Page Four).
f43.20; Lead 4.301.40.
(Continued on Page Five)
ally is regarded as ended.

I

I

panic-stricke-

d

Today the anxiety over the next development seemed to be west of
Hickman, Ky., where the government
levee Is holding off the
Mississippi from the fertile fields of
the Reel Foot lake region in TennesThere were numerous reports
see.
that the levee had been breached during the day.
Riders have hurried through the
coontree of northwest Tennessee
,to flee
warning the inhabitants
Thousand have gone into the high
lands and from Hickman as fat
south as Helena, Ark., residents of
the river counties have moved to

4, 1912.

"."."

State and federal governments hurrying help to afflioted in inundated cities.
Nine thousand acres of manufacturing district of Cairo, (111.,
under water.
Future City and Urbandale, outlying home sections of Cairo,
with combined population of 1,100, flooded.
Hickman, Ky., factory district and part of home section flooded; two thousand homeless.
Columbus, Ky., with outlying country under water,
depriving
1,000 persons of homes.
Memphis, Tenn., river section's flooded, driving 12,000 from
homes; many factories under water.
New Madrid, Mo., 800 homeless.
Dorena, Mo., 700 homeless.
homes in
Eight thousand persons fleeing from
towns between Hickman, Ky., and Helena, Ark.

111.

ly is coming.

n

Seven thousand persons homeless.
Eight thousand persons have fled from flood threatened homes.
Bight persons drowned.
Property loss will run Into millions-

The sunshine of a uaimy spring
day offered false hopes to thousands
of homeless
persons in the great
flood stretches of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers today, fo government
forecasters at river points and in
Washington said they could not hold
out the promise of a cessation in the
constantly rising flood above Cairo,

A CLEVER SWINDLE.
Chicago, April 4 Bella Balrellas,
38 years old and owner of half a doz-

IERVICE

are some who
believe spring real-

NOMINATION.
en shoe shining shops, reported to
the police today that he had been
By act of congress be is directed to swindled out of $4,541 by two alleged THE REBELS BARELY ESCAPE WOULD
CLASSIFY
OFFICERS! THINK
HE
LOOKS
EASY
furnish tentage for 12,000 Confeder- confidence men who sold him "$19,
ate veterans when they have '.heir 000 worth" of supposed government
reunion at Macon, Georgia, May 1. bonds which turned out to be worth- ATTACKING FORCE 13 OUTNUM- EXECUTIVE BELIEVES POSTMAS- DECLARE OPPOSITE PARTY IS
BERED AND OUTGENERALED
If the new demand from the flood re- less paper. The police are searching
TERS AND OTHERS SHOULD
LOOKING FOR A CHANCE TO
BY MADERO'8 MEN
gions is met, the veterans may hare the city for the men.
BE IN CIVIL SERVICE.
GAIN VICTORY.
to go without their tents.

GOVERNMENT JOINS
STATES

THUR80AY, APRIL

WRECK KILLS THREE.
Chicago, April 4. Three persons,
including a woman and her one year
old child, were killed, and 18 injured
today when a Chicago and Alton train
crashed into a street car filled with
passengers at South Kedzle and West
ThIrty-aevent- h
afreet. The third person killed also was a woman. Neither
woman was identified.
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when M- -. Heimke drove up a fw
minutes later only pools of blood In
the court yard remained to tell of
the tragedy, and these were soon
washed away. The captain of cadets,
who escaped the onslaught was promised hl life, if he would reveal the
These Two Women's Health Identity of the master mind of the
Restored by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's conspiracy, but the young officer told
the president, so the story runs, that
Vegetable Comhe would not do so. Not one party
pound Read Their
HIS JUDICIOUS REMARKS
to the plot weakened, but the widow
WERE
Own Statements.
of a slain cadet, out of gratitude for
WELL
RECEIVED
BY THE
La.
"Some
time
ago financial assistance from the governCheneyville,
PEOPLE OF GUATEMALA
when in poor health, suffering from fem ment turned over certain personal ef
inine ins, t Degan to fects of l er husband, and among them
's
take Lydia E.
Guatemala City, Guatemala, April
Innocently, some correspondence, it Is
4. Guatemala has not been especial
Vegetable alleged, which led to wholesale ar
Compound and liver rests.
ly punctilious in observing lis obliga
It is said that In the year
Pills.
I soon felt
tions under the Central American
the attempt 500 lives were
following
better and gained in
peace pact of 1907, and only recently
strength and flesh. exacted in retribution for the bullet
Salvador had occasion to complain
A gradual improve- wound !n Cabrera's right hand.
ment continued as I
and Invite the good offices of the
The most recent known attempt
took the Compound,
American state department to secure
the president, left him unharm
upon
and from 120 pounds
her territorial rights against Guatebut.
cost the life of his coachman,
ed,
1 now
weigh 155, and
malan aggression.
dividual
appealed to over and over again. There
feel that my life has who was a party to the plot of one
clever and original weaves, the like
nove't'es
or two others, and the wounding of
Mr. Knox evidently had this in mind I en prolonged.
represented
ImWmftufilt I
I fs
' 1
When he delivered his formal address
deeply regret that I did not know a general who was in a carriage with
at the president's dinner tonight. It it your medicine long before I did. the president. The coachman had been
M
ings are mostly new. There's a freshness and cleanness about this
must have requqired boom courage Friends often speak of the wonderful instructed to stop the
presidential
I
in
and
them
tell
that
my health,
a
a
where
at
certain
after the kingly style In which he had changemedicine
point
did iL" Mrs. J.W.STAN-LE- r, carriage
mine was to be exploded beneath it
(been entertained, and surrounded by your
Cheneyville, La.
men who appeared
to draw their
Case of Mrs. M. Gary. He made the error of stopping not the
breath by sufferance of the host, for DistresMing
111.
"I have used Lydia E. carriage, but the horses directly over
Chicago,
the secretary to stand up and de Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for irhe explosive, and upon its discharge IE
clare in language that could not be backache and it has certainly made a new was 'blown to pieces with the team.
CROSS BAB MMITIE8
BATISTES
VARESE FOULARDS
In justice to Cabrera and his meth
misunderstood that the strict adher- woman of me. After my first baby was
ence of Guatemala to the Washing- born 1 was left a perfect wreck. I was ods, It. should be added that under his
LINTKLLE CORDED SILKS
MERCERIZED
POPLINS
FOULARDS
MARQUISETTES
ton conventions was inseparable from so weak I could hardly do my household rule, Guatemala has prospered In
duties and suffered with an awful back1
any hope of future prosperity, ad- ache. But since I have used your Com- peace, while some republics, notably
vancement and peace. These conven- pound the pains in my back have left me Nicaragua, have all but bled to death
wounds. Its better
tions provide that dispute between and I am strong again.
from
Laa VoarfLoodinS'toro
the five republics shall be submitted
My mother used it also through class are Intelligent and fine looking.
to the peace tribunal at Cart ago; Change of Life and speaks very highly The public buildings are works of art
that no government shall invade the of it You can use this letter any way and the schools are a credit to the
you wish. I think it is only fair for one
territory of another, or permit with- who has suffered as much as I, to let country. Strange enough, many Amer
in their own boundaries the outfitting others know of
icans In the capital, while prepared to
your great remedy."
of revolutionary expeditions against r.lra. M. GARY, 2958 N. Ridgeway Ave., admit almost any accusation agalnsit
Established 1862
South Side Pktja
a sister republic. The secretary said Chicago, III.
the president, defended his rule and
in art:
asked how otherwise could be cons
"Guatemala In its position of close the less fortunate and less tranquil trolled 2,000,000 people,
whom
are
of
half
Indians?
tamed
to
the United States, where countries.
proximity
there is ever ready an eager market
'in conclusion, Air. President, allow These cynically pointed to Mexico, un- with the convention an interesting exfor its products, and with its dense me to indulge the hope that the rela der Diaz, and Mexico now, adding, hibition of hospital apparatus and devices has been arranged, which will
population occupies indeed an envi- tions between our respective coun- "After Cabrera what?"
able position among the Central tries may become increasingly cordial
remain open to the end of the conAmerican nations. This position wiK and close, to the mutual benefit of FREE SCHOtARSHIP OFFERED vention. Many matters of importance
Mr. Jesse Wheelock, general agent
be rendered Increasingly desirable as both."
the management and conof the Northwestern Life Ilnsurance concerning
time goes on and the development of
This speech, if published here, as
of large and small hospitals
ducting
your country's enormous possiblities it probably will not be, may reassure Company of Milwaukee, Is offering as will be carefully considered and disis accomplished. And Mr. President, a good many who have admired the a prize a scholarship in the Univer cussed at this
gathering and among
of Denver, to be known as the
I may here remark without, I am sure,
secrtary because of his part in break- sity
the speakers on the program are
"Wheelock
of
Scholarship," consisting
indulging any view not equally shareil ing the tyranny of President Zelaya
many noted authorities on hospital
by yourself, Ithat the continuous de- of Nicaragua and some of whom, un four years' tuition and matriculation matters.
to
in
for
the
all
$245,
amounting
velopment and permanent advance- familiar with the necessities of diplo- fee,
ment of the republic depend on Its macy, must have been bewildered to best original essay on "The BeneficSOUTH DAKOTA
PEDAGOGUES
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the construction of speak for Mary.
called "The Sunshine Girl." The
vice provost of the University dication that
Letter held for postage.
book is by Cecil Raleigh, author of of Pennsylvania, President A. P. Mon- buildings, bridges aud roads in the ' Grace Horsley Darling from the
Mr. A. Yoder, Supt, of Public
many popular melodramas, and the tague of Howard College and Miss rural districts will be heavier this light house on the Fame islands Schools, Tonopah, Nevada.
music by Paul Rubens, composer of Patty S. Hill, professor of kinder- year than for several years past.
(near Northumberland),
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When calling for the aDove letters
(Sep
Reports from the wheat sections 1838), saw a steamer in distress. please ask for "Advertised Letters."
"Three Little Maids. ' Charles Froh- - garten education at Columbia
man has the American rights to the
fairly glow with the enthusiasm of Rushing to the boats, whlon her
F. O. BLOOD, Po3tmaster.
farmers who find at the opening of strong but graceful arms had learned
piece.
spring, following a wet winter, a fine to turn, into the mad waves she MANY ENTRIES FOR MARATHON.
stand of wheat, green all the way to plunged. She saved nine from the
Boston, Mass., April 4. Entries are
TO VISIT AMERICA.
FRENCHMEN
the
tip, and from one to three inches Forfershire, while G3 perished. The pouring in daily at the Boston Athlet.
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Washington, D. C, April 4. Offihigh. Agricultural colleges in sever world turned towards that lighthouse Ic Association for the sixteenth nn.
cial circles In the national capital are
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
with the and towards Grace Darling. The life- - nual American
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of .6 feet in 14 hoars. It is
predicted that the river will go to 31
feet by tonight and will remain stationary at 31 feet for several days.

From Hannibal, where the gauge
stood at 16.5 feet today, a rise of 1.3
feet in 34 hours, to 8L Iuis, the river is rising rapidly and aas spread
EDITOR over the lowlands.
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reported throughout Fergus county.
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Flood Stage Passed
Cincinnati, O.. April 4. The Ohio
river passed the flood sta,'e here last
night, this morning the gauge regis
tered 50.6 feet which was .6 of a
the flood mark. The weather
forecaster predicted the river would
reach 52 or 58 Teet by tonight, but ae
all tributary ti earns above Cincinna j
are torrents he was not prepared u
say how mm h higher It would go.
foot-abov-

2.00
1.00

Cnsh In Advance for Mail Subscriptlons)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
e responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on applica-ion- .
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One Death In Montana.
Lewis town, Mont., .piil 4. Sprint-- ,
Entered at the poetofflce at East Creek, which flows through this town,
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis is out of its banks and has carried
sion through the United States mails away a number of bridges. One man
second class matter.
was drowned today. High water is

U

ARE HOMELESS
(Continued from Page One)
man this afternoon bringing food and
clothing. The food situation this
morning was serious. There are 3,000
refugees here.
The ctiy borrowed $820 from a local bank to pay express charges ou
200 government tenlte which arrived on
the first train since the levee broke.
These and 70 tents furnished by the
state are being erected In the highlands.
Excepting those engaged In relief
work, every able bodied man has been
pressed for servie on the levee. A
deputy sheriff rode through town today and ordered groups of idle neto
groes to the levee, threatening
shoot those who disobeyed.
With the pitching of tents sent here
Tjy the state and federal government
ami the distribution of food to 3,503
or 4,000 refugees, the flood situation
assumed a brighter aspect today although the water in the business sec
tlon has risen to about three feet
Refugees continue to arrive from all
directions in boats, afoot, horseback
and in vehicles. Incoming Nashville,
Chattanooga and St. Louis railroad
trains reached a point a mile from
the town and fresh supplies are being received. Between 400 and 500
men are at work strengthening the
government levee protecting the Reel
Foot lake basin. Reports that this
levee is breaking are untrue.
! Foare are enltertalned for the safe-f 11 persons at Craig's Landing
m the Missouri side. A rescue party
probably will be sent after them.
Hundreds of horses, mules and
cows have been taken on rafts to
higher land In the Dorena, Missouri,
community, across the river from
Hickman. Much livestock is said to
have been drowned.
Columbus Is Abandoned
Columbus, Ky., April 4. The busl-nes- s
district of Columbus Is flooded
four to five feet deep. The residence
section has been abandoned. The inhabitants are encamped on the hills
above the town. The stores are being protected by boat patrol day and
night. The damage In Columbus and
vicinity will exceed $100,000.

Santa Fe, N. M., April 4. "I shall
be right there on the ground and my
friends are urging me to go into the
fight to win," said W. H. Andrews
this morning when asked whether or
not he would become again an active
candidate for the United States sen
ate. In view of the fact that Judge
A, B. Fall, senator-elec- t,
has drawn
the short term, which expires in 1913,
there has been much public interest in
the attitude to ba taken by Mr. An
drews, the leading opponent of the
two successful senatorial aspirants
who were recently elected in Santa
Fe. While Mr. Andrews is non-comittal, there 1b little doubt that he
will make an aggressive fight to succeed Judge Fall in the senate. (
Y n
"Yon,.
loinrt." MJHt.
Andrews, "that the present legislature does not elect another senator.
In next January the next legislature
will elect a senator to succeed Judge
Fall, whose term expires in March,
1913. Next winter is a long ways off
and it is a little early to be saying
much about what will happen then."
Mr. Andrews refused to commit
himself any more specifically, hut it
is not a random guess fiat he will be
early on the scene, ready to put up
a determined fight when the time arrives. His friends declare ithat he
should have the right to a preference
when the next senatorial conference
comes up because of his action in
withdrawing at the last election for
the sake of party solidarity, to bring
the deadlock to an end and too get
two senators in their seats at Wash
lngton without delay. Friends of
Judge Mills hold the same position.

PLOW TODAY'S MARKETS

RUNABOUT

A

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET.
Now York, April 4. United States

Steel rose to 70 tn the second hour
In Wail street, its beat price since
September of last year. The movement, which later spread to the
companies, coincided with the
MISSOURI AGRICULTURIST
PUTS
of the 130,500,000 of 5 per cent
sale
HI8 GASOLINE ENGINE ON
bonds, recently issued by
he com
WHEELS.

FARMER

inde-pede-

j

pany.

OFFICERS' EYES

CITY

LIVE STOCK.

Kansas City, April 4. Cattle Receipts 8,500, Including 300 southerners; market stead to strong; 26
cents higher than Monday. Native
steers 6.008.o0;
southern steers
$5.6097.50; southern cows and heif
ers $3.5005.75; native cows and heifers $3.507.10; stock ers and feeders
bulls $4.2505.75; calves
$4.5006.75;
$4.7508.00; western steers $5,750
8.00; western cows $3.50 06.00.
market
Hogs Receipts
8,000;
steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
$7.60 0 7.90; heavy $7.85 08.00; pack-- ;
ers and butchers $7.7007.95; lights
$7.50 0 7.75; pigs $5.5006.50.
Sheep Receipts 7,000; market 10
cents higher. Colorado lambs $8.00;
muttons $4.5006.35; lambs $6,600
$8.00; fed wethers and yearlings $5.00
07.15; fed ewes $3.0006.00.

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

The tobacco shares continued their
stnsatlona) advance in the second
AND
hour, the rise being associated with
$3.90
CASH
Pie majority report of the United
States senate Judiciary committee
REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, S72.00
which practically threw out the proand oar
We purchased several carload! of this beantlfal diuoer-warenabled the manufacturer to give us an exclusive design
purchaae
lam
test of the independent dealers. Bonds
of tbe cost to "advertlalnfc
part
and a very low price. We are charging
and
aakjoa to pay a percentage of tbe actual coat of the
expenae,"
were firm.
beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated In
set. It la of aonly
for leaa than 114 In any retail china store. It la guaranteed by both
quality
Business slackened at midday by
the manufacturer and ouraelrea.
There la coupon In every sack of LARA BBS'S Flour. Send us Bye
or express money order, and we. will
which time transactions
in United
coupons and 13. In caab, draft, postal
and resend yea one of these beautiful sets by freight. Address coupons
States Steel amounted to about 40
mittance to The China Department of tbe Lara bee Flour Mills Company,
Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.LABABBE'S
Flour are also good for Rogers' Bllverware
The coupons In
per cent of the whole. Amalgamated
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
Copper was the next most active featGERMAEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
ure with Reading below Union PaciN-MILLS)
a
Flour
makes
that
Baking
Delight
Chicago, April 4. Cattle, receipts
fic and American Can common.
Steel
Increased Its gain to 71
FOR
and then 4,000. Market strong, generally steaStandard railway shares, notably dy. Beeves $5.308.65; Texas steers
SALE
BY
Northern Paciric,
Reading,
Great $4.605!90; western steers $5,550
Tryfa Sack! You'll Like it.
Northern preferred and others In the 6.85; stockers and feeders $4.25
same class were taken up. General 6.60; cows and heifers $2.5006.70:
Electric increased Us gain and West calves $5.7508.50.
Hogs, receipts 17,000. Market quiet
inghouse Electric rose two points.
Lights $7.5507.95;
Amalgamated Copper rose later to and steady.
83.
heavy $7.7008:
Transactions in United States mixed $7.658;
Steel became less extensive and trad rough $7.7007.80; pigs $5.25 07.50;
bulk of sales $7.757.95.
TO
ing in general fell back with the apMarket
17,000.
Sheep,
receipts
of
the final hour. The market
proach
steady. Native $4.406.50; western
closed strong.
.
yearlings $5.757; Iambs,
$4.507;
Little attention was paid to the
a.nd the
jump in call money to 5 per cent, It native $5.G57.80; western $6.25
8.20.
NOR.TH WILST.
being due in part to the fact that
bf ( 2 ..I f
bout, you know.
loans made today carry over until
NEW YORK MONEY
And the motor plow was built with Monday on account of
the IntervenNew York, April 4. Call money
the parts of old sulky plows, bits ot ing holiday.
discarded machinery about the farm
per cent; prime paper 4 to
The closing sales were as follows:
SAN DIEGO, SAN FRANCISCO
4
PHOENIX, LOS ANGELES,
cent; Mexican dolars 47.
per
and a stationary gasoline engine Amalgamated Copper
83
which formerly operated the butter American Beet Sugar
123
AND INTERMEDIATES.
churn and pumped water into the big Atchison
109
WOMEN GROW IMPATIENT.
tank on top of the hill. In September Great Northern
134
Phoenix, Ariz., April 4. Many womthe farmer's invention was given a New York Central
113
en crowded the galleries of the lower
LIBERAL STOP OVER
124
tryout. Probably the machine worked Northern Pacific
house of the Arizona legislature today
PRIVILEGE.
a little stiffly, but It worked; and Reading
163
were disappointed when that body defive
over
was
Southern Pacific
nearly
when the day
114
cided to take up the eequal suffrage
For Further Information Call on or Write
172
acres of the Bean farm had been fur- Union Pacific
bill tomorrow instead of today. HeatUnited States Steel
70
rowed with the popping plowshare.
ed arguments preceded the roll call
112
"I didn't think much about my lit- United States Steel, pfd
by which the motion to reconsider
month
a
later,"
AGENT
tle plow until about
yesterday's recommendation that the
"One day
Mr. Bean said yesterday.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
bill should he passed was carried by a
vote of 21 to 14.
I saw a fellow out tn the field taking
Chicago, April 4. Wheat advance
a photograph of it. The next day a today on news that Liverpool had acprosperous looking man drove out to cepted Canadian offerings and was
tvi tn a motor car and asked me seeking cargoes
o.y
from the Pacific
what I would take for my plow. And coasu ivwporis wore ufacrthe weath14 Button
then I had a 'hunch,' as they say, and er In Argentina was unfavorable and
VELVET PUMPS
last week I received patent papers that the growth conditions throughout
WHITE CANVASS
For the Young
had been averse.
Initial
from Washington, D. C, on my plow. India
were
same
the
Acre.
as
An
prices
last
Costs Twenty Cents
night
MISS
SHOES
cents up. July started at
"It Isn't so strange that no one to
to 95
cents, a sha'de to
has built a single motor plow before. 95
Low Heel
All Sizes
, touched 95
and rallied to 95
of
plows
gang
the big
The building
.
The close was firm at 96
for large tracts of land has completely
1
for
eents above last night.
July,
manufacturabsorbed the attention of
An easy feeling prevailed regarding
ers. They seem to have lost sight
corn because of the fine weather. May
A Great
A A To EE
of the fact that the large majority of
to
cents lower
opened
not
could
the farmers In this country
74
to 75 cents, sold at
and
Widths
Showing of
use such large plows the result at
then
to
recovered
The
close
On
the
would not Justify the cost
New Styles
To 7
was firm with
net highother hand, nearly every farmer, re- er at 76 cents.May
gardless of the size of his farm, has
The best styles that the SeaOats were poorly supported until
We are showing patent kid
use for the sulky plow. And the sulthe market, had made a dip when comson
has
will
forth
be
motor
and colt, gun metal, velvet
what
brought
my
is
precisely
ky plow
mission houses took to the buying
found
here.
Per
Pair
&
to
Is
satin Pumps. Per Pair
replace."
plow
side. May started unchanged to
Mr. Bean says that the average cost off
at 54
to
declined to
maper acre of plowing which his
$3.50 & $4.00
54
$3.50 & $4.00
and
to 54.
later
turned
back
20
was
chine did last summer and fall
of
to
seemed
be
Buyers
provisions
cents per acre for gasoline. The
keeping in strict seclusion and quo
farmer of. today is a practical mechan- tations
spffered. First sales were 2
BLACK
OPPOSITE
The
ic and there should be little trouble to 22 down with
July $17.40 to $17.5
The
machine.
the
with
experienced
SATIN
for lard
four for pork; $10.00 to $10.$2
Castaneda
gasoline sulky is able to plow
and
for
$9.82
ribs.
PUMPS
or five acres a day with ease. A
Last
quotations were as folows:
sulhorse-drawHOTEL
good average for the
Wheat, May
July 96
two
or
one-haone
and
is
.
ky plow
acres a day.
Corn May 76; July 7512.
The motor, as designed in the patOats, May 55; July
i?TBMsy3aBagica!t'3C'gii
ent papers, is of the horizontal, low
While
pressure type gasoline engine.
that
power,
it only generates
is sufficient to drive the machine
of four
through the furrows at a rate
miles per hour. The motor is placed
in the chassis of the plow Just in
front of the driver's seat. Power is
communicated to a large traction
wheel on the right side, through the
The National Woolen Mills respectfully wish to announce to the public the arrival of their entire line of new Spring Suits for
medium of a countershaft, chain anil
1912. We are ready to show you the newest creations in all colors and shades and all the different weaves of the season.
,
sprocket.
4.
Kansas City, Mo,
One
hot day last July there were other
hot days last summer, too, if you remember a farmer down in Barton
county, Missouri, just across the line
from Arcadia, Kan., was resting his
plow horses in the shade of a tree at
one end of his cornfield. . The afternoon was growing old and barely
s
of an aore had been
broken that day. Still, the horses had
worked hard under the simmering
summer sky.
fellows,
"Well, old
you're game
workers on a hot day like this, but
you're too slow for me," Harry A.
Bean, the farmer, confided to his
team. "Besides, you and your ancestors have been pulling plows and harmakers
rows ever since harness
sprang into existence and i s time
you had a rest. Ill get a substitute
for you."
Harnessed HI Gas Engine.
The "substitute" was to be a motor
plow. No, not a big sang plow to
scratch 16 furrows at once like they
have been doing out in Kansas for
several years just a sort of a runaAiu-i- l
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LAW

IN
DECLARED
N. Y.,
OF
BECAUSE
STRIKERS' VIOLENCE

Utica, N. Y., April 4. Martial law
was declared at New York Mills and
Yorkville, two suburban villages, because of rioting in connection with
the strike of employes of the New
York Mills company. Two militia companies are on guard. The strikers objected to attempts to run out the fabric in the looms and keep "up fires in
the mills to comply with the insurance requirements,
and maltreated
deputies on guard. A woman threw
red pepper e
face of one deputy
and she and six men were arrested
in-th-

VICE PRESIDENT

KAN8A8

S9.8790.

Store of Quality"

THREW PEPPER IN

MARTIAL
UTICA,

Pork. May $17.17.
to
Lard, May 9.87
Klbs, May $9.72.

OF

CHINA ASSASSINATED

$4.00

E.

HABACH
n.m:
Las Vegas

50.

Special Spring; Announcement

LAST WILL. AND TESTAMENT
Of Pauline Graaf, deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, Count?
of San Miguel, N. M.
To all whom it may concern, greeting
You are hereby notified that the 6U

day of June,

A.

D-

-

1S12,

Our weaves are always in advance of others, because they are direct from the looms. The Mills' latest products. It is a
well known fact in Las Vegas and vicinity that we have always sold better values for the
money than any other house, because there are no middle-men'- s
profits. This season we are offering still better values than ever before, because our facil-

ities for turning out our goods have been greatly enlarged during the past season. Come in and let us
surprise you with the
gest and best line of woolens you ever saw for suit or overcoat made to your measure.

$15.00 - Union Made
National Woolen Mills

has been

GENERAL LI YUEN
HENG WAS fixed by the honorable probate couit,
in and for the county" ana state afore8TRONG FIGHTER FOR A
FREE COUNTRY.
said, as the day to prove the last will
and testament of said Pauline Graaf,
London, April 4. A despatch from deceased.

Tien Tsin to the Exchange Telegraph
In testimony whereof, I have nere-untasthat
the
set my hand and affixed the sea'
company says
reported
sassination of General Li Yuen Heng, of the probate court this 4th day of
vice president of the Chinese repub-Hc,April A. D. 1912.
confirmed. . There is no confirLORENZO DELGATJO,
Mississippi Rising Rapidly.
St. Louis, April 4. The Mississippi mation of them mor from any other
Clerk of the Probate Court.
river registered 30.4 (est here today, MM
ls
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"MAKERS

OF THE CLOTHES WE SELL"

EAST LAS VEGAS,

N.

M.

608 DOUGLAS AVENUE.

i

LA

The

Prescriptiooist

if. J. Dtwy, Santa

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Ailing. Every
our
prescription
leaving
storeis faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS' DRUG

CO.

Phone Main

JUST

RECEIVED

Another line of new and
Ladies Coats, Suits,
and Dresses in serge, pongee, messaline, tissue, lawn
and gingham, in all the
leading colors and white.
Don't fail to look at our line
before purchasing

4

4. 4
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HOFFMAN AND GRAUBARTH

The Popular Price Store.

Phone Main 104.

Cafe De Luxe

4, 1912.

PfVI

USED ACTRESS SELDOM RULES MADE FOR

TO EXTORT BIG

GETS IDEAL

PROFITS

When

your OPTICAL work is
done at homc'you save time,

PROFESSIONAL

PART

annoyhoc e and dissatisfaction.
We make a study of youi comfort.
If your glasses annoy you call on

CONDUCT

SCOTLAND YARD IS UNABLE TO SO SAY8 HELEN WARE,
STARCOMBAT
RING IN THE POWERFUL
ORGANIZED
ROB-BERY IN LONDON
PLAY, "THE PRICE"

-

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS DEFINE
THE ETHICS OF THEIR

TAUPERT

BUSINESS.

The blackmailing evil in England
Helen Ware, who iB starring in
New York, April 4. The board of
has taken such firm root that it seems ' Oorge Broadhurstfs powerful play, directors of the American Institute
impossible to check Its devastating! "The Price." says that she has ?bso- - of Electrical Engineers
adapted at
growth. And the vampires rn human lutely no sympathy tor the woman their last meeting a code of princishape who live In Mils manner con- who pays the price. By the applause ples of professional
conduct. The
606 DOUGUS AVE.
tinue their nefarious practices with in the beginning of the third act in code was
compiled and submitted to
almost complete immunity from pun he1- play, she can tell where the wo- the board by a committee
consisting
men are located who had the experi of
Uhment.
George P. Sever, consulting engi
The experienced blatkrr-atleMs ence ot (raving tneir nusnands wan
neer, H. W. Buck, consulting engi;
arely, if ever, caught, and even Scof der off to other women, and where neer. Colonel Samuel Reber, signal
land Yard is baffled.
se DR. HOUF
Ct.aning to a the women are located who 'mva had corps, U. S. A., Dr. Charles P. Stein-metdegree, he laughs defiance at ' our the experience of winning suca :,en,
consulting engineer of the genlaws. He is known to the police, and and those who think, they are going eral Electric
company, Henry G. Stott
he is perfectly cognizant of fne fact, to have the experience before tney
Graduate Oculist
superintendent of motive power of
but the fcnoweldge does not In any get through. In the scene where Plh-e- l the
AND
Interborough Rapid Transit comToscani (the part Miss Ware plays) pany, of New York
way disturb hiB effrontery. Mankind
City, and Dr.
Optician
Is frail, and he exploits this weak discovers that there was nothing in
Schuyler S. Wheeler, president of the
ness. Either he sets a trap for the criminating in Standard Dole's diary, Crocker-Wheele- r
The
company.
netting of his victim, or he unearths and that she convicted herself with- movement for the adoption of such
My Work is Guaranteed
an intimate secret. The result to the out necessity, she can hear two dis- a code was Initiated
My PricerRea&onable.
by Dr. Wheeler
ictim
is equally disastrous. De- tinct sounds from the house the sor- who is a past
Ameripresident of the
mands for hush money, accompanied row of those who appreciate how can Institute of Electrical
OFFICE 506i GRAND AVENUE
Engineers.
with terrifying threats of exposure, mean a trick it would be on them, He deliveirrj an aadress on
engineerthe effects of which on a sensitive and the delighted gasp of the Mrs ing honor at the twenty-thirannual
oispoeition can be readily imagined. Doles, who realize what a weapon convention of that body in Milwauluff may be.
The blackmailer is callous, with ev, May 28, 1$06.
kee, V
Immediately
On being asked if it was not dis- afte- - he
ery sentiment of pity deadened, and
delivery of the address a
as long as his victim can beg, borrow concerting to play a part In which the committee was
appointed tfi draw up
dr steal, money to satisfy his demands sympathy of the audience was against the code.
his extortions will continue. Neither her. Miss Ware replied. "Yes, in a
The code, as adopted, covers the
GENERALHAMPA'S FORCE age nor sex form any protection way, although I am so glad when general
principles by which every
for electrical
against his machinations. His one people show their appreciation
engineer should be guided,
money, and so good acting, or a good line from any the engineer's relations to client or
PUT TO ROUT objective isIs to extort
successful
he in this aim that he of the people In the company, tbat
employer, the ownership of engineerlives in riotous luxury, fattening on I'm willing to do the extra work to
ing records and data, the engineer's
his victim's misery, and frequently build up the tension of Interest relations to
(Continued From Page Ont
the public, and the en,
posing as a gentleman and a man of again."
gineer's relations to the engineering
means.
"Burt isn't it hard" she was asked
recently. Finding himself unable" to independent
fraternity. Under the first head it
If ho makes s slip, as sometimes
"to build In a part In which you
hold tbje town, General Soto loaded
the highest standards of
prescriDes
hte arsis and ammunition on n train, does happen, and receives his des- are not in sympathy?"
honor. Under the second it advocates
"Oh, that's the work of acting," she absolute frankness
inn4Big""!lo send them to General erts, thereby being removed from his
at all times in the
Pascual Orozco at Jimenez. General scene of operations, It by no means said. "Our dream is always to find the complexity of relations In which any
Francisco Villa then attacked Soto follows that his victims will be re- part which we shall fit so exactly that engineer may be Involved
through
and captured him and the oilier lieved. The names of his prey and we'll understand every thought the having Interests, financial or othei-wise- ,
woman
which
circumstances
the
enabled
have
of
the
play has, and feel that,
chiefs with 250 rifles, 20,000 cartridgIn several different directions.
him to blackmail them are kept care- under the same circumstances, we Under
es and, one rapid firing gun.
the third it makes plain the
fully compiled, and this compilation should have done just what she did. matter of
ownership of engineering
Is passed on to a confederate, so that We seldom realize that dream."
Battle Remewed Today.
records or data which are the properhis punishment merely means for his
Miss Ware does not feel any symof either the engineer of his client
Jimenez, Mex., April 4. Darkness
victims a change of taskmakers. To pathy for the emotive lady who pays ty
to the different clrcurostan-ee- s
Interrupted the fighting between libaccording
erals and government forces at Baca, seek relief at the hands of tiie law the price of her early misdemeanor
under which they were created
is an alternative which the sufferers by losing her husband through the
20 miles from
The fourth division points out the
Parral, last night.
Even if innocent, trick of the first man's wife. She calls
Neither side had the advantage. Dur- rarely contemplate.
of the engineer to assist the
duty
dread
for
the
a
her
involved,
they
publicity
thief, a coward, a liar, selfish,
to a fair and correct general
ing the night General Salazar reached it
public
means social, financial and weak, and futile. Miss Ware con
the scene and took command this andprobably
domestic ruin.
fesses that, in Order to feel the real understanding of engineering matters
mSsm
morning when the fighting was reVictims continue to pay with a de ity or emotion, that she has to ex ni,t? extend the general knowledge
ot engineering and also the advisab
sumed. He began a flank movement
spairing hope that the demands will perience every night on the stage In
while .General Fernandez and Major cease, and in the interim
technical discusility of
they suffer order to make Ethel plausible and ef sions andconducting
first accounts of
publishing
Quevedo engaged tha federal front some of the most poignant miseries
fective, she has to think hard of sor inventions la the technical
Thus far the casualties have been that mankind can endure. They live row and
press. The
suffering and sadness, quite last division advocates
few.
In a constant State of terror, that alien to the sort of woman Ethel Is.
among engineers, mutual protection
a catastrophe will over take them, for
agianst misrepresentations and tho
it is part of the blackmailer's game
TO VISIT GRANITE STATE
JACK CURLEY HERE TO to produce this efTect. As a conse
giving of credit to whom it is due.
Dr.
Boston, Mass., April 4. The fight
quence, physical and mental prostra
between Taft and Roosevelt for the
LOOK AT MONTEZUMA tion result, and, as stated by the offl Now
England delegates to the Chica WHOLESALE PRICES
cial already referred to, suicide is
convention
go
will be renewed tomorcontemplated. In many more Instanc
when Colonel Roosevelt will
PROMOTER STILL IS UNDECIDED es
MADE AN ADVANCE
than is generally known, contem row,
come up from New York to look over
ABOUT
LOCATION FOR
BIG
into action, and
platlon
crystallizes
FISTIC EXHIBITION
the situation In New Hampsire, where
this Is a state of affairs which ob
WA8
Governor
Bass and his followers are LAST YEAR'S INCREASE
"
tains in a highly civilized community,
TWO PER CENT IN FOOD
f
to capture the Granite
struggling
JacHCurljy, promoter of the JohnMen should not on any account
PRODUCTS
state for the progressives.
Colonel
'cnamiplonship bout, acwhatever permit themselves to be Roosevelt's
program calls for speech
companied hi' Frank Grenier, a well driven Into
taking the first fatal step es In Nashua Concord and Manches
Washingtonu, April 4. Wholesale
known auto speed king, and aviator,
of acceding to the blackmailer's de ter. President
prices of food products increased two
arrived this afternoon from EI Paso
In
Taft
the
spoke
mands for hush money. To adopt this cities two
per cent in 1911 over the previous
s
on train No. 1 and will be In Las
weeks ago.
course is to court inevitable ruin, and
year, although wholesale prices gen-- i
this, evening, continuing on to
there is not the slightest necessity
erally of 257 articles declined 1.7 per
Chicago on train No. 4 the Limited,
for it. At 27 Chancery Lane, Loncent. An investigation of the bureau
tonight.
don, there is the William Pierpont
of
labor Into wholesale prices, results
Mr. Curley, who is considering the
a special feature of which is
of which were announced today, dis
of the Montezuma hotel, bureau,
their summary method of dealing
closed these fadts.
Good
went to the Hot Springs this afterwith the blackmailing fraternity,
noon with a committee of citizens in
whether Innocently trapped or lured
Is to
Will Springer's automobile. He has
into the commission of some Indisbeen a bidder for tha big hostelry
Right food is to the body
relief should be sought for
since his first visit to this city, end cretion,
Capital Paid in
the
will
source of vital energy.
assurance
that it
Surplus
on this trip will make a thorough in- here, with the
be forthcoming, if humanly" possible.
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
spection of the hotel buildings and There is not even the
necessity for a
Grape-Nut- s
grounds.
of flees to
the
bureau's
at
call
personal
Mr. Curley is on his return from
3
make an appointment, as this can be
is a good food in every sense
the Pass City, one of the places con done
London
by telephone.
sidered for the big bout. Mr. Grenier
of the word.
J. M. CUNMNGHAIt, President
is accompanying him on the trip and
HOSKINS. Chl.r.
SPRINGER.
It is made from the natural
said this afternoon that he Is strong
food grains wheat and barfor holding the match in El Paso an
TAFT CHAMPIONS THE
y
July 4. Mr. Curley Is still undecided
ley; is perfectly cooked;
as to the best place for the fistic
for easy,
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
battle, but has been and is still strong
CAUSE OF ECONOMY
quick assimilation; and has
for Las Vegas.
fine flavour.
Wendover, Utah, the first bidder for
the battle, is still in the running, how
Besides being rich in body
(Continued From Page One)
ever, for if the mill were to be pulled
building elements, it contains
on tnere on July 24, It is likely it sirabillty of providing whatever funds
the Phosphate of Potash
would attract Elks from all over the can be used effectively to carry for(grown in the grain) which
country, as the annual convention of ward with all possible vigor the wor';
Nature specialty requires for
this order will be held in Portland, now well begun. The $200,000 requc-eOre , on July 9. However, Ourley in
for prosecution of the inquiry durCapital Stock,
rebuilding the tissue cells in
all probability will not announce the ing the ensuing year, and the $5(-,brain and nerves, and which
place for the fight until May 1.
Office with the Sao Miguel National Bank
000 estimated for the publication of
can only be supplied through
the results, are inconsiderable in comdaily food.
BANDITS MURDER A MAN.
parison with the economies wh;'i can
Win. G. Haydoo
President
Paris, April 4. Four bandits today be realized."
"There's a Reason"
W.
H.
Vice President
leaped onto an expressman's wagon
Kelly
lor
near Choisy Leroi, about 10 miles
D. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
from Parts, strangled the driver to
Blobbs "Jack is a queer fellow,
Grape-Nut- s
death, looted the wagon of many val- isnt he " Slobbs "I should say so.
Interest PeJd on Deposis
uables and then tossed the body to He talked to me
steadily for two
the roadside. No trace of the bandits hours
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd,
telling how women waste their
Battle Creek, Mich,
has been found.
time gossiping."
I

Manufacturing Optician.
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The Best
SHORT ORDERS
and

REGULAR DINNERS
HEPNER & BARNES, Props.

I

Ell

is

i'l

m

11

GEORGE GILBERT BANCROFT

..DUNCAN

OGDEN WILL PEDDLE

BEST "CHILLY"

mechanical
superintendent, came In last night
from his headquarters in La Junta on
business.
W. M. Cusick of Findlay, O., who
la spending the winter In Las Vegas,
left this afternoon on a short trip to
Albuquerque.
W. T. Hand of Onava was in Las
Vegas today and will leave this evening on a business trip to Kansas City
and Chicago.
Louis Kroenthal, who has been em
ployed by the Hub Clothing store for
several months, has resigned his position and left last night for Denver.
Colonel K E Twitchell, assistant
solicitor of the A. T. & S. P. railway,
went to Santa Pe yesterday on a
short business trip in the interests of
the' Santa Pe.
Judge N. B. Laughlin, president of
the United States Dank and Trust
company, and a prominent attorney of
Santa Fe, was in Las Vegas today on
legal business.
Ralph Wingo arrived this morning
on the California Limited from St.
Louis and will make an extended visit
with his mother, Mrs. R. Wingo, and
his brother, Harry Wingo.
Ed Stern, representing the Stern
& Bernd Hat company of St. Louis,
was In Las Vegas today on business.
of Albert
Mr. Stern is a brother
Stern and was formerly a resident of
Las Vegas.
Ke

APRIL

.

elsewhere.
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BLACKMAIL

PERSONALS
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DOPE

FORMER
DIVISION
FOREMAN
BECOMES
MANAGER OF
CRYSTAL ICE PLANT.

OPERA

HOUSE

April Uth.

d '

pon-Flyn- n

H0QD00S OR RIDDLES OF THE MIND

Management of the Crystal Ice
company's plant and business has
beea taken over by T. H. Ogden, formerly Santa Fe division foreman. E.
R. Russell, who has been manager of
the plant for the past two years, will
retire from active connection with the
concern. He Is understood to have
other plans in view but will not leave
Las Vegas. Mr. Ogden knows all
there is to be learned about machinery and its management, having gained that knowledge from his long connection with the mechanical departments of several big railway systems.
He expects to put the Crystal plant
in the best of condition for the approaching summer season. Mr. Ogden
has a warm heart but he expects to
peddle the best brand of "chilly

Ve-gft-

It Will Make You Laugh and Think

- - - 25o & 50c
CFillIDPiElsr HAL F PRICE.
ADMISSION

What

Fuel

an Engine

'LAS VEGAS

Srjar-tiall-

pre-digest- ed

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians as the damage they
will do Is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hail's
Oartarrh Cure, manufactured by F.
J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the
"blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
is taken internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Las

Vegas

Savings Bank

d

$30,000.00

i

LAS

VMM

DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,
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WILL REPRODUCE DOCTORIS DO NOT
THE OKLAHOMA

LIKE RECENT

RUN

DECISION

FAMOUS OPENING OF THE TERRI
TORY TO BE CELEBRATED

SAY COUNTRY
EASED

AGAINST

WANT

FOREIGNERS.

DIS-

THE

SOCIETY

LODGE
A,

BUSINESS

AND

M.

NO,

I,

A.

Rsfdar

CAft

DINNER

HANDLED

BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN
m.

COLUMN

REST AU S ANT AND

LOBBY

HOUT ORDERS AND REGULAR

THE

18 NOT PROPERLY

SAFEGUARDED

STYLE.

IN WESTERN

THE OPTIC

DIRECTORY

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
. . NO. 804.
Meets second and fowtt
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Ploneaa
building. Visiting members are ear
dlally invited. W. R. Tipton. G. K.,
B. P. Mackcl, P. S-

F. A
com-

munication first and
at sffiHs 4T third Thursday In soak
month. Visiting brothinvited
ers cordially
N. O. Herman, W. M.; . R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet In the forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the Worts
LAS VEGA 8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
hall, on the second and fourth FriTEMPLAR
RegKNIGHTS
day of each month at 8 p m. C. Claj
conclave Seconal
G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlat
Consul;
Ma
in each month at
are especially wet
Ing
neighbors
sonic Temple at 7:10 p. m. v. u.
invited.
come
and
cordially
Boucher. 8. C; Cos. Tamme, Bv
corder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues-

efA recent decision pf
Guthrie. Okla., April 4. The OklainRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
fect
the
former
homa run will be reproduced April
changes radically
22 when old Oklahoma Territory cele- terpretation and administration of the
brates the twenty-thiranniversary law regarding immigrants who within
of
of the opening
the land to settle- three years of admission to the Unit- Five cents per line each Insertion.
ment In 1S89. Plans have been made ed States become public charges from Estimate six ordinary words to a tins.
No ad to occupy less space than two
by the business and professional men cauases existing prior to landing. This
line. All advertla:menta
I
111 I
Is
Solicitor
decision
the
(No..
120)
charged
of
celebration.
The
pf
for
the
Guthrie
I
i
,
run for homes at high noon, the stak- Charles Earl of the department of will be booked at apace actually set,
without regard to number of words.
ing off of claims, the rise of the tent- commerce and labor, whose decision
In advance preferred.
ed city of 20,000 persons in one day, was concurred in and approved by Cash
on
and the mammoth '89ers' parade, all Attorney General Wlckersnam
day evenings each month, at Wood
The solicitor at
will be
by hundreds of men February 3, 1912.
man hall. Visiting Brothers corLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
convoca
and women who took part in them 23 tempts in a legal opinion to interpret
ARCH MA80N8-Regsi- ar
dially invited to attend. A. M.
medid
tion first Monday in each
years ago. A 1,200 foot moving picture what is a pure and
Adler, President; E. C. Ward,
month at Masonic Temfilm will be taken during the day so cal question, and for that reason the
u
r
EaTsnainaBf HlIphJ
'
B,
the thousands of people who attend decision should not go unchallenged.
pi, at 7:80 p. m. 1L
O.
F.
was
asked
H.
solicitor's
P.;
The
opinion
Williams,
moving picture shows ually through
DENTISTS.
Blood. Secretary.
out tie country may know just how "with respect to the legal deportation
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
this greatest race for homes was run. of aliens in a certam class of cases'
Copyright by
"
Brown Brothers.
rS
Dentist
The main mover In the celebration of which the case cited was typical.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2.
E.
O.
2.
NO.
RAN8FORD CHAPTER
Has pnvai
Is Colonel John Goloble, the bachelor The immigration law specifically pro
8. Meets first and third Fridays In Suit 4, Crockett Building.
aliens shall be deported
that
vides
and
residence.
office
at
who
man,
run
made
the
newspaper
Mrs.
Bowen,
T.
Masonic Temple.
and Hoars Many Things In His Long Tramps.
New York's Mayor
back in 1889. It is time, Colonel Go- who within three years after landing
"Give the Horso tho Bonofit of Evory Doubt" How Ho Holpod an Old
Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy
causes
Soldier In Diatrosa Citizens Tell Him Their Troubles on the Street.
loble argues, to make permanent the become public charges from
ATTORNEYS
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
scenes that actually occurred, and so existing prior to landing. This test HELP WANTED At Phoenix ranch,
Phone Main 329, ISO
Secretary.
at once. Experienced man and
ease is one of an alien girl who was
V
HUNKER
Grand avenue.
HUNKER
home In the moving picture production of the
wife.
an officer of the public
aornlnp thin winter a long he walks to and from hisIn Manhat- entire affair was decided upon.
certified
hy
H.
Cheater A. Hunka
Geo.
Hunker
hall
to
the
were
city
Brooklyn
drawn
of wagons
service,
health and marine-hospita- l
In All Sorts of Vehicles.
Attorneys at Law,
la a New York street tan. In these long tramps through
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
York WANTED A stenographer.
New
the
of
member
a
and
and
by
New Merle
of
Apply
The twenty-thirBrooklyn
Las
celebration of the
Vegas.
waiting to be loaded with the busiest part
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
1015 Sixth street, city.
now which had fallen during the across the big bridge he meets and opening, as planned for Guthrie, will state board of alienists, to be suffer
every Monday eveMen who
e
insanity.
PHYSICIANS
Bight While the atreet cleaners were talks with many Deople. him within follow the program as was outlined In ing from
to
would
fear
ning In Oaatle Hall.
approach
Phis diagnosis was concurred 'n by WANTED First class seamstress.
shoveling the snow Into the wagons
President
Harrison's
proclamation
hall
are
of
confines
the
city
Visiting Knights
the drivers were standing around gos- the dignified
Manhattan state
Inquire 902 Third street
H. W. HOUF, D. O, M. D.
There will the physicians of the
no hesitancy In going up to him that opened the country
invited.
cordially
siping. A sharp eyed. Inquisitive pe- have
the
institution
pa
in
which
hospital,
on
the
troubles
him
of
Physician and Surgeon
be
their
soldiers
to
and
companies
here
one
telling
of
the
to
destrian stepped up
Chas. E. Llebsohnot dis WANTED Young woman who has
was
and
was
I
tient
confined,
treat
all kinds of diseases, bnt
street
to
guard the border
drivers and Inquired In an apparently
prevent !"sooners"
nler, Chan eel lor
in bookkeeping. Send
the solicitor. ,
On one of the coldest mornings of the getting an
experience
a
of eye, ear, nose an
make
by
puted
casual way. "Don't yon men abovel
specialty
over
the
main
davantage
Commander.
Harry
winter, as he was swinging across the body of homeseekers In the selection
of glasses.
correspondence care Box 548 Las
So here we have the enlightening
snow too?"
the
and
fitting
throat,
Martin, Keeper of
eminent in his
N. M.
"Not when the city removes it," re- bridge, he was approached by an old of claims. And a
of
Main
a
Vegas,
46; Residence
Phones:
Office,
layman,
spectacle
soldier, with rifle
In distress, who apologetRecords and Seal.
plied the mim. with a merry laugh. man. plainly
342.
own profession of the law, calmly ar
Vegas
in
will
near
stand
the
hand,
border
assistance.
asked
ically
to pass WANTED Board in private family
606
Office:
Grand Avenue.
"I ought not to have to beg," be ex- line, ready to fire the signal for the rogating to himself the ability
within walking distance of 900
705 Sixth Street
s
evidence:
judgment on a purely medical ques
plained, "for I am an old soldier, but I rush to start at high noon.
NO
BROTHERHOOD
block on Fourth street. S., Optic FRATERNAL
am almost starved and nearly frozen.''
The men and women who partici- tion, and at that a question in the
102 Meets every Monday night at
"Don't you get a pension?" asked the
difficult depart
LOCAL TINE CARD
pate In the celebration, will be in most abstruse and
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
mayor sharply.
of medicine, namely, psychiatment
line
8 o'clock.
the
Cimarron
Just
1
1
beyond
river,
Visiting members are
am entitled to one, bnt
"No sir.
never have been able to get it" His two miles north of Guthrie. They will ry.
cordially welcome. B. E. Qehring,
EA8T BOUND
But Decision 120 has a very practiweak eyes were steady and his tone assemble just as they did 23 years
J. T. Buhler, secretary; Arrive
president;
Beaan
RENT
FOR
Best
in
ranch
efpotato
In
Influence.
which
had ago, In prairie schooners, farm wag cal and
honest The mayor's voice,
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
9:15
. 9:10 p. m.
p.
No.
2
Good
Ideal
health
resort.
county.
been stern, became sympathetic.
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THE OPTIC D0E5 JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

X

STATIONERY?

X

The Optic Can Furnish it.
3

3
3

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish Vou With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. vr rr

r:

r

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can
ways be Obtained of The Optic.

Al-

The Job Department is Presided Oyer by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

XX

3
3
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Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN

MTTVk.
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Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

LOCAL NEWS

Good News

El Porvenir sweet pea seed
sale at Romero Mercantile Go.

keep right with the Market,
and give you the Immediate
Benefit of any Decline on
We

EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE
Until there is another change ve will give you

"

14

Strictly fresh ranch eggs 29c per
dozen at Pete Roth's meat market.
for

The Ladies' Aid gocltty of the Baptist church will hold a baKe sale at
Buy a hat for little money strictly the Baptist church Saturday beginning
tailor made. Mrs. L. P. Wright, 609 at 10 a. m.
Sixth Btreet.
3t
Easter neckwear, special sale for
James W. Bailey has opened up the this week only. Carter and Holmes
American Shoe Shop at 521 Sixth neckwear, $1.50 tie for $1, $1 ties for
street.
80c, 75c ties for 48c. At Talchert's,
Douglas avenue.
Finch Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
Dr. J. H. Wroth of Albuquerque,
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
district deputy grand master of the
toFor picture framing, go to the Va- Masons will not be in Las Vegas
Dr.
to
Wroth
had
expected
night.
riety! hop at 703 Douglas avenue,
make his annual visit to Chapman
next to Agua Pura company.
lodge tonight but a telegram from
be unable
Bo!
Have you tried on a pair him stating that he would
Say,
to
be
Las
in
was
received
this
Vegas,
of Bostonian shoes yet? They're
morning.
great .aren't they? $3.50, $4.00, $4.60,
and $5.00, at Talchert's, Douglas

The Sugar Trust has Relented and
Declined 15 Points Today

IB Iba.

APRIL

of Boot Sugar for t.OO
' t.OO
Cane "

COAL STRIKE AFFECTS

IKE DAVIS

Regular communication of Chapman
Lodge No. 2, A. F. and A. M., tonight
at 7:30 o'clock. Work In the K. A.
y
degree. Visiting brothers are

The Cash Grocer

RAILROAD

EMPLOYES

TANGERINES

20

tttt

SMALL

AUDIENCE

WITNESSED IHE
"SQUAW MAN"
HOWEVER, WA8
PERFORMANCE,
MERITORIOUS
AND PLEASED
THOSE WHO SAW IT
may have been that the theater
goers did not care to see the drama
a second time, or it may have been
on account of Holy Week, but what-

it

ever the reason, it was sufficiently
strong to keep people at home and
the performance of the "Squaw Man"
last night at the Duncan opera house
was witnessed by a mere handful of
people. The play was creditably staged throughout and deserving of a
large audience. The cast was in the
main the same as on the occasion of
its first presentation in Las Vegas.
The story of the "Squaw Man" is
already well known and the name Itself suggests the theme. In the leading role, that of Captain James
afterwards Jim Carston, the
Bquaw man, George V. Dill was seen.
Mr. Dill Is a strong actor and well fitted to Itlhe part of the big hearted exiled Englishman. Edna Marshall portrayed the part of Lady Diana, the
wife of the cousin of Jim Carston. Al
Smith played the part of Big Bill,
foreman of Carston 's ranch and played
it well. Clarence Bennett was seen
In the part of Tobowanna, peace chief
of the TJte tribe, and Walter Lee as
the interpreter for the chief
who
spoke in the language of the Vtt
tribe, which was taught to Mr. Bennett by Mr. Lee, a full blood TJte In
dian, who was formerly official gov
ernment Interpreter on the Indian reservation.
Charles Stewart played the part of
the Bishop of Exeter, Roy Van Fossen
appeared as Sir John Applegate, Eileen Jane Brown was seen as Mrs.
Chioheslter-ChlchestJones, Thomas
Carlton as Henry Wlnnegate, cousin
of Captain James Wlnnegate, Gertrude Vaughn as Lady Mabel and Capitals Marshall played Lady Elizabeth. Walter Sherwood played Malcolm Petrle, the family solicitor. Allen Longstreet as "Cash" Hawkins,
played the part of bad man and rustler
and Glenn Porter made an excellent
silent Indian squaw.
The costuming throughout was appropriate to the surrounding conditions, and far better than that usually carried by traveling troupes. The
company carried its own sase
Win-negat-

cor-dlal-

LEHIGH VALLEY HAS LAID OFF
HUNDREDS OF MEN ON ACCOUNT OF NO BUSINES8.

Invited.

4,

We have the largest stock of men's
shoes and hath In Las Vegas. All
New Yorkr-Apr- ll
4. "Owing to the
styles and prices, '3.60. $4, $4.50 and
$5, at Talchert's.
suspension of work at both the anthra-cl- e
and bituminous mines," says an
Walter P. Lent was arrested last official statement issued here today
night by Nigfrt Officer Bid Ward on on behalf of the Lehigh Valley railthe charge of drunkenness. He was road, "and the consequent loss of
to have been arraigned before Judge much of its normal tonnage the LeD. R. Murray this afternoon.
high Valley railroad company has
been forced to reduce its working
John Geary was brought before forces by laying off train crews, shopJudge D. R. Murray this morning on men and office workers.
the charge of vagrancy and was sen"In addition. Improvements and bettenced to 10 days on the chain gang. terments involving the expenditure of
Geary was arrested yesterday after- many thousands of dollars in labor
noon near the Santa Fe depot. He and material, have had to he indeficlaims to be a health seeker.
nitely postponed. At present 125
freight locomotives have been put out
Anastaclo Flores was arrested last of commission which has compelled
night by Chjef of Police Ben Coles on the laying off of practically that numFlores ber of complete freight train crews.
the charge of drunkenness.
was brought before Judge Murray on Other locomotives and crews are opJanuary 7 for a similar charge, but erating on a short time basis.
as he was sick at the time he was
"The total reduction in wages in the
given a suspended sentencce of 10 transportation and shop departments
days. He will now serve out this and in the offices, 1b a larg? sum
time on the chain gang with a short monthly, exclusive of the curtailment
sentence added to the suspended term in improvements and betterment.'!.
In jail.
The duration of the present suspension of work at the mines still la in
The seat reservation for the con- doubt and therefore It is lmoosslble
cert of the glee clubof the Grlnnell to predict when the railroad emCollege for Girls tomorrow night at ployes will be called back to their
the Duncan oper house will open
to the general public tomorrow morning at the office of the Y. M. C. A.,
Disorder in Miners' Meeting
at 9 o'clock. There are a number of Pittsburgh, Pa., April 4. Wild disgood seats on the first floor, In the order prevailed when Chairman John
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS
parquet and foyer, and in the balcony Fagan of the teller who counted the
which can be had. No reservations votes cast in the election of district
EXPELLED FROM CITY
will be made by telephone. This con- No. 5, of the Mine Workers of Americert Is said to be one of the best of ca, attempted to read bis report at
the Santa Fe reading room entertain- an adjourned session today. F"iends
ments of the season and no donbt the of Michael Halepy shouted themselves THE SAN DIEGO OFFICERS DRIVE
OFFENSIVE AGITATORS OUT
hoarse to drown Fagan's voice and
remaining seats will be in great
BY FORCE
the meeting did not know the result
until the chairman signaled the presiSan Diego, Calif., April 4. With
dent, Francis Feehan to take the
the
expulsion of 30 members of the
chair, indicating he had been
Industrial Workers of the World from
this city and the announcement that
others were to be deported, labor agi
Strikers Resort to Violence
tation
was temporarily stopped last
4.
of
home
The
Philadelphia, April
an engineer employed in a colliery at night. A posse accompanied the 30
Trevorton was dynamited today and men to the citty limits by train and in
you will do well to send your
Conus.
to
partly wrecked. No one was injured automobiles and warned the offenders
family washing
The colliery has been shipping a small not to return.
sider these reasons:
First. We launder your
quantity of coal since the suspension
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
clothes in clean, sanitary surbegan. A mile west of Trevorton the
roundings.
Reading railway tracks were dynaSecond. We launder them
mited but little damage was done. The WANTED Young man of neat ap
scientifipearance to canvass. Hurry. 810
is
a
that
by process
colliery now is not in operation.

Do You Want a

Suit tor Easter?
Our New Spring Clothing has arrived.
If you wish to know
t h e seasons i approved
ideas in style, fabric and
color See the finest ex- amples of American tailoring as evidenced in
to
serviceable,
wear garments Come in
and see our new Spring
We price them
Models.
from $12 to $25 and
every Suit is backed by
us as well as by the maThe label
nufacturers.
of Hart Schaffuer & Marx
is sufficient in itself to

J. H. STEARNS
GROCER
WeAre

We

Distributers of

LlAlBEKTo

Las Vegas

HOLLAND-DUTC- H

ARTS & CRAFTS
HIGH

Are The

Agents
OF THE FAMOUS

IN

QUALITY
IN

PRICE

LIMBER! LINE
The Very Best in

fc4

325PRIIC5IK
SEAT

MAGAZINE

CUSHION

Mission Furniture.

RACIfeAND
BOOKCASEIN

The Quality is Remembered
Long After the

ALARQE

WIETYOF

Price is Forgotten.

SIZES AT

PRICE5.

J.

C.

Johnsen

I

Son

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS.

THE
Graaf & Hayward Co, Store

From a Strictly

Sanitary Point

cally perfect. It really disinfects as well as cleanses
your clothes.
Third. You know when
your garments are sent to us
they are not being worn by
anyone.
Our service is
Fourth.
prompt and regular. Weather,
sickness, holidays 'none of
these affe it.
Fifth. It costs you little

Fresh Fish
Salt Fish
Smoked Fish
Canned Fish

SUL2ER FIGHTS COLLEAGUES.
Washington, April 4. Representative William Sulzer of New York,
who, by reason of his chairmanship of
the foreign affairs committee, is in
constant touch with the state department, took open issue today with
his democratic colleagues in the
house, who went on record twice m
caucus against any battleship appropriation this year. He predicted that
when the bill reached tne senate, provision' will be made for two more
and that the house will ao
cept the amendment.

mTryi'S.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

i

Lincoln.

81

617

Spring has come, but the occasional
relapses make one doubt that it is
thetmalnspring.

Douglas

ARE INVITED

Copyright Hart Sctutftwr & Mmrx

WE INVITE YOU TO CALL

M. GREENBERGER

is on Between
the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best j of it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.
Get our Electric Advertising

THE

ALL THIS WEEK.
507 Sixth Street

AT

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000;

Surplus, and Undividbd' Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD

Try a Glass
of

SUGARITE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
m&m D. W. C OND ON

FERNDELL

JAM
(PURE FRUIT AND SUGAR)

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN

WEBER

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

30c Per Jar
lull Line of

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE

SADDLES

HARNESS

SEEDS

BOUCHER'S

6th. STREET.

PERRY ONION & SON

HaNett Raynolds Casht CI

Davis Vice President

NUT

EVERYWHERE.
507

Big Fight

Proposition.

Used (o Make.

Every, nook and corner a mass of beauty and fragrance.
STORE"

m

MOTHER

to visit our store and see the splendid
plants and cut flowers for Easter.
FLOWERS

tt

guarantee
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